
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

If the candidate for that fearful calling __________________ the process of
selection and elimination, he would have felt still more desperately.
1.

(see)

If you __________________, they'll be sure to make an end of me.2. (do)

If these elements of beauty __________________ real, the whole thing
simply appeals to our sense of dramatic effect.
3.

(be)

It would be different if he __________________ no family.4. (have)

If it __________________ necessary that she should go away from here I
will let you know.
5.

(become)

It will come back to me in dreams, if I __________________ a thousand
years.
6.

(live)

Then if it __________________ ready, bring it to me, and I will eat it.7. (be)

If a thunderbolt __________________ it would not have created a greater
sensation.
8.

(fall)

She would break down if I __________________.9. (not/look out)

If I __________________ I wouldn't tell you.10. (do)

Maybe if Gladys __________________, we could have patched things
up.
11.

(win)

But, certain it is, if it __________________ for the box, our active-minded
little Pandora would not have known half so well how to spend her time as
she now did.

12.

(not/be)

He asked me if I __________________ I could do your work.13. (think)

If any trouble __________________ it will be from the other fellows.14.
(come)

They will drop you if you __________________ too radical.15. (get)
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If she __________________ here, she would have said at once that that
horse was fated to carry you away.
16.

(be)

I couldn't be happy if I __________________ him every day.17. (not/see)

If I __________________ time I would have ended by being made a peer
like some of them.
18.

(passive/give)

If she __________________, she would not be woman.19. (be)

Toby was almost alarmed at this unusual kindness, and it puzzled him so
much that he would have forgotten he had permission to go away if Ella
__________________ him gently by the coat.

20.

(not/pull)
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